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Abstract. Peris-Lopez et al. recently provides some guidelines that should be followed to
design a secure yoking-proof protocol [10]. In addition, conforming to those guidelines and
EPC C1 G2, they presented a yoking-proof for low-cost RFID tags, named Kazahaya. However,
in this letter, we scrutinize its security showing how an passive adversary can retrieve secret
parameters of patient’s tag in cost of O(216 ) off-line P RN G evaluations. Given the tag’s secret
parameters, any security claims are ruined. Nevertheless, to show other weaknesses of the
protocol and rule out any possible improvement by increasing the length of the used P RN G,
we presented a forgery attack that shows that a proof generated at time tn can be used to
forge a valid proof for any desired time tj . The success probability of this attack is ‘1’ and the
complexity is negligible.
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Introduction

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID), which is a technology that enables identification
from distance [14], is already used for a large number of different applications, from cards
used for building access or payments with mobile devices [9] to applications in sanitary
environments [1].
A typical RFID system consists of three main components: tags, readers and database.
Generally, tags are small devices with high constraint on memory, computation and storage
resources, which employ a challenge for supporting security capabilities. Readers are devices
with less computation and memory constraints (compared with tags) and communicate with
the tags and a database and the database is used to store information to authenticate tags
in the system (extra information linked with each tag can be stored too).
Over the last decade several RFID authentication protocols, which authenticate a reader
to a tag or vise versa, have been proposed in the literature [13]. However, Juels [7] introduced
the novel problem of evidencing that two tags have been simultaneously read, which has many
potential applications, e.g. in health-care sector. He called this kind of evidence a yokingproof, which is supposed to be verifiable off-line. Later, other researchers generalized the
proof for a larger number of tags [12], this type of protocols also known as grouping-proof
protocols.
Recently in [10] Peris-Lopez et al. have analyzed several recent proposals in the context [2–5,7,8,12] and shown their vulnerabilities. In addition, they have provided a list of tips
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that to be followed by a protocol’s designer to preclude past errors and design a secure protocol. Moreover, following those guidelines, they have designed a novel yoking-proof, named
Kazahaya. This is an EPC C1 G2 [6] compliant solution and designed for the low-cost RFID
tags. However, in this letter we scrutinize its security showing how an passive adversary can
retrieve secret parameters of tag in cost of O(216 ) off-line P RN G evaluations. Hence, this
new proposal also does not provide the expected security.
In the rest of this letter, we review Kazahaya protocol in Section 2 and present our
secret disclosure attack against it in Section 3. In Section 4 we present a practical forgery
attack against the protocol. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
Notation
Description
Tx
A tag indexed by x
r
Random number
P RN G 16 bit pseudo random number generator
⊕
Exclusive or operation
IDgroup
Unique Identifier of a group of tags
IDTx
Unique Identifier of Tx
Kgroup
Private group key of a group of tags
KTx
Private key of Tx
tn
Timestamp
Table 1. Notation
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Review of Kazahaya Protocol

Kazahaya Protocol recently has been proposed by Peris et al. [10], to prevent the participation of unrelated tags in a proof. In this protocol, where to explain it we use the
notations indicated in Table 1, tags are divided in groups and each group is identified by
a group identifier IDgroup and a group key Kgroup . Moreover, each tag has a unique identifier IDTi and a private key Ktn . For each tag, the backend data base stores the tuple
{IDTi , IDgroup , KTi , Kgroup }. Kazahaya yoking-proof, as depicted in Fig. 1, runs as follows:
1. The reader queries Ta by sending timestamp tn .
2. Upon receiving the message, Ta does as follows:
– generates two random numbers rTa and rT0 a ,
1
– computes Mgroup
and MTa as below:
1
Mgroup = P RN G(IDgroup ⊕ rTa ⊕ P RN G(Kgroup ) ⊕
P RN G(tn ))
MTa = P RN G(IDTa ⊕ rT0 a ⊕ P RN G(KTa ) ⊕ P RN G(tn + 1))
1
– and sends {rTa , rT0 a , Mgroup
, MTa } to the reader.
0
1
3. The reader stores rTa and sends {tn , rTa , Mgroup
, MTa } to Tb .
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Taga
Generates r Ta, r’Ta

Computes

M1group = PRNG(IDgroup Å rTa Å

Tagb

Reader
tn

{rTa , r 'Ta , M1group , MTa }

Stores r’Ta

{t n , rTa , M1group , MTa }

PRNG(Kgroup ) Å PRNG(t n ))

Computes

MTA = PRNG(IDTa Å r 'Ta Å

M1*group = PRNG(IDgroup Å rTa Å

PRNG(KTa ) Å PRNG(t n + 1))

PRNG(Kgroup ) Å PRNG(t n ))
If M1*group=M1group,it generates rTb,r’Tb
and computes

M 2group = PRNG(IDgroup Å rTb Å
PRNG(K group ) Å PRNG(M1group ))
Computes

2
{rTb , Mgroup
, MTb }

Stores r’Tb

2
{rTb , r 'Tb , Mgroup
, MTb }

M 2*
group = PRNG(IDgroup Å rTb Å
PRNG(K group ) Å PRNG(M1group ))
If M2*group=M2group,it computes

MTab = PRNG(IDTa Å MTa Å
PRNG(MTb ) Å PRNG(KTa + 1))

M Tab

Generates

e TnAB =
{IDTa , IDTb , t n , r 'Ta , r 'Tb , M Tab }

Fig. 1. Kazahaya Grouping Proof Protocol.

M Tb = PRNG(IDTb Å r 'Tb Å
PRNG(K Tb ) Å PRNG(M Ta ))
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1
4. Tb receives the message and verifies whether Mgroup
= P RN G(IDgroup ⊕rTa ⊕P RN G(Kgroup )⊕
P RN G(tn )). If yes, it does as follows:
– generates two random numbers rTb and rT0 b ,
2
– computes Mgroup
and MTb as below:
2
Mgroup = P RN G(IDgroup ⊕ rTb ⊕ P RN G(Kgroup ) ⊕
1
P RN G(Mgroup
))
MTb = P RN G(IDTb ⊕ rT0 b ⊕ P RN G(KTb ) ⊕ P RN G(MTa ))
2
, MTb } to the reader.
– and sends {rTb , rT0 b , Mgroup
2
, MTb } to Ta .
5. The reader stores rT0 b and sends {rTb , Mgroup
?

2
6. Ta receives the message and verifies whether Mgroup
= P RN G(IDgroup ⊕rTb ⊕P RN G(Kgroup )⊕
1
P RN G(Mgroup )). If yes, it computes MTab as below and sends it to the reader:
MTab = P RN G(IDTa ⊕ MTa ⊕ P RN G(MTb ) ⊕ P RN G(KTa + 1)).
7. On reception the message, the reader generates the evidence eTnab = {IDTa , IDTb , tn , rT0 a , rT0 b , MTab }.

The designers of Kazahaya claim that their protocol provides optimal security against all
attacks in the context. However, in this letter, we show that it suffers from an efficient secret
disclosure attack which makes feasible other known attacks such as traceability attack and
impersonation attack.
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Secret Disclosure Attack on Kazahaya

In this section we present a passive and efficient attack against Kazahaya. Our attack is
based on the observation that, given P RN G(x) and the fact that x ∈ {0, 1}16 , an attacker
can determine x by 216 evaluations of P RN G-function in off-line mode. Following the above
observation, to determine the secret parameters of the tag in Kazahaya, the adversary can
do as below:
1
1. Eavesdrop one successful run of protocol and store protocol’s messages include tn , rTa , rT0 a , Mgroup
, MTa ,
0
rTb , rTb ,
2
Mgroup
, MTb and MTab .
2. for i = 0 to 216 − 1:
– Ni = P RN G(i),
– If Ni = MTa then i = IDTa ⊕ rT0 a ⊕ P RN G(KTa )
⊕P RN G(tn + 1). Recall that rT0 a and tn and so P RN G(tn + 1) are known to any
one even the adversary, it is possible to determine IDTa ⊕ P RN G(KTa ) as x =
IDTa ⊕ P RN G(KTa ) = i ⊕ rT0 a ⊕ P RN G(tn + 1).
3. for j = 0 to 216 − 1:
– Nj = P RN G(j),
– If Nj = MTab then j = P RN G(IDTa ⊕ MTa ⊕ P RN G(MTb ) ⊕ P RN G(KTa + 1)).
Recall that MTa , MTb and hence P RN G(MTb ) are public, it is possible to determine
IDTa ⊕ P RN G(KTa + 1) as y = IDTa ⊕ P RN G(KTa + 1) = j ⊕ MTa ⊕ P RN G(MTb ).
4. Compute w = x ⊕ y=P RN G(KTa ) ⊕ P RN G(KTa + 1).
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5. For z = 0 to 216 − 1:
?
– Verify whether w = P RN G(z) ⊕ P RN G(z + 1), if yes return z as KTa and x ⊕
P RN G(z) as IDTa .
6. for i = 0 to 216 − 1:
– Ni = P RN G(i),
1
– If Ni = Mgroup
then i = IDgroup ⊕ rTa ⊕ P RN G(Kgroup ) ⊕ P RN G(tn ). Recall that
rTa and tn and so P RN G(tn ) are known to any one even the adversary, it is possible
to determine IDgroup ⊕ P RN G(Kgroup ) as IDgroup ⊕ P RN G(Kgroup ) = i ⊕ rTa ⊕
P RN G(tn ).
– Return IDgroup ⊕ P RN G(Kgroup ).
Therefore following the above attack, a passive adversary can retrieve KTa , IDTa and
IDgroup ⊕ P RN G(Kgroup ), given the transmitted messages on one session of protocol. Those
parameters would be enough to impersonate the tag, forge a yoking-proof, trace the tag and
etc. The total complexity of the attack is O(216 ) evaluations of P RN G-function in off-line
mode (The complexity of attack can be reduced by storing all possible values of P RN Gfunction in a table and search over it for any input). It must be noted that following the
same approach it is possible to retrieve IDTb ⊕ P RN G(KTb ) which is enough to impersonate
Tb in a yoking-proof with another tag Ta0 or trace Tb .
Given all secret values of the tag, it would be easy to apply the following attacks on the
protocol with a success probability of 1, and the cost of one execution of the protocol:
1. Traceability attack,
2. Tag impersonation attack,
3. Reader impersonation attack,
Although the above attack ruins all the security properties objectives of Kazahaya, we continue presenting other attacks based on different strategies.
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Forging a Proof in Kazahaya

Grouping-proof schemes should allow multiple RFID tags to be scanned at once such that
their co-existence is guaranteed. On the other hand, given a proof for Ta and Tb at the time
tn , it should be infeasible to use that proof to generate a new proof includes other tags or at
the other time. In the other word, the integrity of the proof should be guaranteed; otherwise,
the tag holder (patient) or the reader (the nurse) can deny the proof. However, we show that
in Kazahaya, given a proof at the time tn , it is possible to generate a proof for tj 6= tn . This
proof is known as forged proof. Given the proof eTnab = {IDTa , IDTb , tn , rT0 a , rT0 b , MTab }, which
is connected to the time tn , where
MTab = P RN G(IDTa ⊕ MTa ⊕ P RN G(MTb ) ⊕ P RN G(KTa + 1))
MTa = P RN G(IDTa ⊕ rT0 a ⊕ P RN G(KTa ) ⊕ P RN G(tn + 1))
MTb = P RN G(IDTb ⊕ rT0 b ⊕ P RN G(KTb ) ⊕ P RN G(MTa ))
To forge an evidence for the desired time tj the adversary does as follows:
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– sets rT00a = rT0 a ⊕ P RN G(tn + 1) ⊕ P RN G(tj + 1)
– outputs eTj ab = {IDTa , IDTb , tj , rT00a , rT0 b , MTab }
Now we verify that the forged proof passes the verification process, as follows:
– MT0 a = P RN G(IDTa ⊕ rT00a ⊕ P RN G(KTa ) ⊕ P RN G(tj + 1)) =
P RN G(IDTa ⊕ rT0 a ⊕ P RN G(tn + 1) ⊕ P RN G(tj + 1) ⊕ P RN G(KTa ) ⊕ P RN G(tj + 1)) =
P RN G(IDTa ⊕ rT0 a ⊕ P RN G(KTa ) ⊕ P RN G(tn + 1)) = MTa
– MT0 b = P RN G(IDTb ⊕ rT0 b ⊕ P RN G(KTb ) ⊕ P RN G(MT0 a )) = P RN G(IDTb ⊕ rT0 b ⊕
P RN G(KTb ) ⊕ P RN G(MTa ) = MTb )
– MT0 ab = P RN G(IDTa ⊕MT0 a ⊕P RN G(MT0 b )⊕P RN G(KTa +1)) = P RN G(IDTa ⊕MTa ⊕
P RN G(MTb ) ⊕ P RN G(KTa + 1))
Hence, the forged proof passes the verification and is accepted as a valid proof. The success
probability of the given attack is 1 while the complexity is just eavesdropping one session of
protocol. Based on this attack, the dishonest nurse can adopt a proof which she gave at time
tn to any desired time tj ; versa a dishonest patient can deny the receiving the appropriate
medication service at right time, while she has received.
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Conclusions

In this letter, we considered the security of a yoking-proof protocol which has been recently
proposed by Peris-Lopez et al. We scrutinize its security showing how a passive adversary
can retrieve secret parameters of patient’s tag in cost of O(216 ) off-line P RN G evaluations.
Given the tag’s secret parameters, any security claims are ruined.
The proposed attacking technique is in light of two vulnerabilities of the protocol: (1)
the short length of the used P RN G, which is urged by the target technology, EPC C1
G2 [6]; (2) the message-generating mechanism utilizing P RN G was not carefully scrutinized.
Nevertheless, to show other weaknesses of the protocol which work for any P RN G length,
we presented a forgery attack for which a proof generated at time tn can be used to forge
a valid proof for any desired time tj . The success probability of this attack is ‘1’ and the
complexity is negligible.
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